Time-frequency duality, which enables control of optical waveforms by manipulating amplitudes and phases of electromagnetic fields, plays a pivotal role in a wide range of modern optics. The conventional one-dimensional (1D) time-frequency duality has been successfully applied to characterize the behavior of classical light, such as ultrafast optical pulses from a laser. However, the 1D treatment is not enough to characterize quantum mechanical correlations in the time-frequency behavior of multiple photons, such as the biphotons from parametric down conversion. The two-dimensional treatment is essentially required, but has not been fully demonstrated yet due to the technical problem. Here, we study the two-dimensional (2D) time-frequency duality duality of biphotons, by measuring two-photon distributions in both frequency and time domains. It was found that generated biphotons satisfy the Fourier limited condition quantum mechanically, but not classically, by analyzing the time-bandwidth products in the 2D Fourier transform. Our study provides an essential and deeper understanding of light beyond classical wave optics, and opens up new possibilities for optical synthesis in a high-dimensional frequency space in a quantum manner.
Introduction Optical studies that utilize the relationship coupled by Fourier transform are called Fourier optics, and form a wide range of optical science and technology fields, including optical imaging [1] [2] [3] , spectroscopy [4, 5] , optical measurement [6, 7] , and optical signal processing [8, 9] . In particular, it is well-known that each electric field distribution in the time and frequency domains is connected by the one-dimensional Fourier transform (1DFT)
where A (1) (t) is the electric field amplitude as a function of time t, andÃ (1) (ν) is the corresponding distribution with a frequency ν, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . This relationship is a fundamental principle of cutting-edge technologies on an ultrashort pulse laser, as seen in the recent developments in optical synthesis [10, 11] . On the other hand, Fourier optical phenomena can also be explained from the viewpoint of the particle nature of light, i.e., the photon. Since the photons contained in a laser light pulse have no quantum correlation, the collective behavior of a many-photon system can be handled as a single-photon problem [12, 13] . As a result, the quantum mechanical treatment between the time and frequency domains of a laser light pulse can be explained by 1DFT, producing results in equivalent to an understanding with classical wave optics. However, in principle, these phenomena should be treated as a quantum many-body system, because a large number of photons are contained in an optical pulse output from an ultrashort pulse laser.
Recent progress in quantum optical technologies allows us to control not only a number of photons (i.e., photon statistics), but also the frequency quantum correlations in an optical pulse [14] [15] [16] [17] . Such a frequency quantum correlation would affect its temporal distribution directly through the time-frequency duality. It is not reasonable to treat the behavior of a quantum-mechanically correlated photon as a single-photon (or 1D) problem. Therefore, an optical pulse containing the correlated photons requires a higher-order Fourier treatment that incorporates the quantum mechanics. As the first step toward future photonics at the single-photon level in the timefrequency domain, we focus here on the time-frequency behavior of biphotons, which requires the treatment of the two-dimensional Fourier transform (2DFT), as shown in Figs. 1b, c.
A
(2) (t 1 , t 2 ) = 1 2π dν 1 dν 2Ã (2) (ν 1 , ν 2 )e −2πi(ν1 t1+ν2 t2)
(2) where A (2) (t 1 , t 2 ) is the biphoton probability amplitude at time t 1 and t 2 , andÃ (2) (ν 1 , ν 2 ) is the corresponding distribution with the frequency ν 1 and ν 2 .
From the early stage of quantum optical experiments, time-frequency correlation of biphotons generated from spontaneous parametric down-conversion process have been extensively investigated [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In these studies, they discussed the relationship between a classical frequency spectrum and time-domain quantum interference patterns [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , the spectral properties [24] [25] [26] [27] , or the temporal [28] [29] [30] properties of biphotons. These studies provide partial understanding of nonclassical behavior of biphotons. However, it is necessary to discuss in the twodimensional time-frequency space for the comprehensive understanding of biphoton behavior, but still has not been fully demonstrated yet due to the technical problem.
Here, we experimentally demonstrate the time-frequency duality of biphotons with the positive frequency correlations, by measuring both the two-photon spectral intensity distribution (TSI) and the two-photon temporal intensity distribution (TTI). Furthermore, we show the variation of two-photon temporal distributions as a result of the two-photon spectral modulations, keeping quantum optical-Fourier-transform limited conditions.
Results To generate biphotons with positive frequency correlation, we exploit the spontaneous parametric down-conversion process in a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal pumped by a mode-locked titanium sapphire laser, operating at the center wavelength of 792 nm. Thanks to the group velocity matching condition [31, 32] with the femtosecond laser pulse pumping, we could generate biphotons with positive frequency correlations at the center wavelength of 1584 nm (see Supplementary Information for details). Since biphotons generated via the type-II phase-matching condition have orthogonal polarizations, the polarization of the constituent photons were aligned along either the crystallographic y-or z-axis. To manipulate a two-photon spectral distribution, we used pump pulses with a bandwidth of either 8.1 or 2.8 nm. In addition, we prepared two PPTKP crystals, one 30-mm and the other 10-mm long, and positioned one or the other in our experimental apparatus (see Methods).
We performed two experiments to characterize the biphoton distributions in the time-frequency domain. A two-photon spectrometer consisting of two tunable bandpass filters, which had a Gaussian-shaped filter function with a fixed FWHM of 0.56 nm, and a tunable central wavelength from 1560-1620 nm, followed by a two-photon detector enabled us to conduct the TSI measurements [25, 32] . For the TTI measurements, we utilized a timeresolved upconversion detection system with a spatial multiplexing technique [29, 33] . The TTI was measured by scanning the temporal delay between the constituent photons and the local oscillator pulse coming from the mode-locked laser with a step length of 0.13 ps, and we recorded coincidence events (see Methods). Figure 2 shows the experimentally measured TSIs (left) and TTIs (right) with a combination of the two different pump bandwidths (2.8 or 8.1 nm) and two different crystal lengths (10 or 30 mm). We reproduced TSIs and TTIs deconvoluted from the original data, taking into account the resolutions of our two-photon detection systems (see Methods). In Fig. 2 , the horizontal (vertical) axis ∆ν y (∆ν z ) is the frequency-shift from the center frequency of each distribution in the y-(z-)direction-polarized photons. The zero-shifted frequencies are 189.4 THz, corresponding to a center wavelength of 1584 nm. The specific features of the time-frequency duality of the biphotons can be clearly observed in Fig. 2 ; the TSI of the biphotons from the PPKTP crystal has a positively correlated distribution along the diagonal (∆ν y = ∆ν z ) direction, while the corresponding TTI has a negatively correlated distribution along the anti-diagonal (∆ν y = −∆ν z ) direction.
When the pump bandwidth was increased from 2.8 nm in Fig. 2a to 8.1 nm in Fig. 2b for the fixed crystal length of 30 mm, the TSI became slightly broader along the diagonal direction, while the width was unchanged along the anti-diagonal direction. In the same manner, when the crystal length L was shortened from 30 mm in Fig. 2b to 10 mm in Fig. 2c , the TSI became broader along the anti-diagonal direction, while staying the same in the diagonal direction. We can understand these phenomena from the following facts: the biphoton spectral amplitudeÃ (2) (∆ν y , ∆ν z ) is the product of a phase-matching function Φ(ν − , L) and a pump spectral
, where
(∆ν y − ∆ν z ) and L is the given PPKTP length. Therefore the bandwidth of the TSI in the ν + direction is determined by the spectral function of the pump laser, while that in the ν − direction is determined by the phasematching function depending on the crystal length L (seeSupplementary Information). Thus, in our case, the time-frequency duality of the biphoton can be expressed in the following form:
where
(∆τ y ± ∆τ z ). This indicates that the 2DFT can be decomposed into the product of two 1DFTs: 
(1)
Based on this, we confirmed the time-bandwidth product (TBP) between δτ + and δν + or δτ − and δν − , where δτ ± (δν ± ) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) values along the τ ± (ν ± ) directions in the TTIs (the TSIs).
Using the reproduced data in Fig. 2 , we estimated δν ± and δτ ± for all the cases in Fig. 2 and calculated TBPs. It is worth evaluating the TBP for the marginal distributions, as shown in Fig. 3 , because they can be observed by classical spectroscopic measurements. Here, δν y (δτ y ) is the FWHM of the marginal distribution of the TSI (TTI) after the deconvolution. All TBP values are summarized in Table I .
It is obvious that the TBP values between δτ ± and δν ± are less than 1, meaning that the generated biphoton wave packets satisfy the nearly Fourier transform limited condition. The values of δν + × δτ + are almost determined by the pump pulse spectra α(ν + ), and would have the value of approximately 0.44 when assuming a Gaussian. On the other hand, δν − ×δτ − is associated with the phase-matching function Φ(ν − , L), and the values would be approximately 0.87 due to the rectangular shape of the PPKTP crystals along the propagation direction of the pump pulse. However, the value of δν y × δτ y in Table I is clearly larger than 1. This implies that the constituent photons of the biphoton wave packet no-longer satisfy the Fourier transform limited conditions (i.e., the coherence of single-photon wave packets are degraded). The disap- pearance of the single-photon coherence is the inherent characteristics in a quantum-mechanical biparticle system and is well-known as the degradation of purity in a qubit system [34] .
Discussion We now consider the difference of time-frequency duality between classical and quantum regimes. It is known that the Hamiltonian for a classical electromagnetic wave can be written as the sum of Hamiltonians for independent harmonic oscillators. Thus, in terms of the photon picture, we can interpret classical optical phenomena as the collective behavior of uncorrelated photons, which results in a single photon (1D) treatment. Under the 1D treatment, we understand the electric field amplitude, or one-photon probability amplitude, between time and frequency domains are conjugate physical quantities. In contrast, the limitation of the 1D treatment is evident from the results presented in Figs. 2  and 3 . In practice, the TBP of δν y × δτ y implies the single-photon spectrum associated with the marginal distribution in the frequency domain is no longer conjugate with the single-photon temporal shape. In our case, it is obvious that the marginal distributions in the frequency domain is mostly determined by the distribution along the diagonal direction in the TSIs, whose Fourier conjugate pair is the distribution along the diagonal direction in the time domain. In other words, the single-photon spectral distribution strongly affects the temporal quantum correlation of the biphoton. In the same manner, the frequency quantum correlation leads to the singlephoton temporal distribution. Through these considerations, we can understand classical optical theory only does not cause inconsistency for the collective behavior of uncorrelated photon such as laser pulses. Higher-order treatments incorporates the quantum mechanics, such as a quantum many-body system [35] As a many-body quantum system, our study opens up possible new directions for optical science and technologies, taking into account the quantum correlation, which classical optics treats as the collective motion of uncorrelated photons. Specifically, time-frequency duality with the higher-dimensional treatments has great potential to manage a multiple-photon wave packet in a higher dimensional time-frequency space. Here, we only manipulated the real part of the two-photon spectral amplitude (i.e., the TSI). By modulating an imaginary two-photon spectral amplitude, i.e., the phase between two-photon spectral modes, in addition to the real part, however, we could easily extent our work to a new quantum optical synthesis technology based on a 2D Fourier optical treatment. This may lead to a deeper understanding of the essential nature of light and to the development of future photonics at the single-photon level in the time-frequency domain.
Conclusion In summary, we have demonstrated the correlation inversion between time and frequency domains for frequency-positive-correlated biphotons, by experimentally measuring two-photon distributions in both domains. It was discovered that the generated biphotons satisfy the Fourier limited condition quantum mechanically, but not classically. Our study opens up possible new directions for optical science and technologies a many-body and high-dimensional frequency space.
Methods

Schematic illustration of the whole experimental setup
The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 4 . We used femtosecond laser pulses with a repetition rate of 76 MHz from a mode-locked titanium sapphire laser, operating at the center wavelength of 792 nm with a bandwidth of 8.1 nm. These were divided into two paths by a polarization beam splitter (PBS) in order to generate and detect biphotons. For the biphoton generation, pulses were sent to a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal with a poling period of 46.1 µm for type-II groupvelocity-matched spontaneous parametric down-conversion. To manipulate the two-photon spectral distribution, we also prepared the pump pulse with a bandwidth of 2.8 nm (by inserting a bandpass filter), and crystals of 30 and 10 mm in length. Thanks to the group velocity matching condition with the femtosecond laser pulse pumping, we could generate biphotons with positive frequency correlations at the center wavelength of 1584 nm. Since biphotons generated via the type-II phase-matching condition have orthogonal polarizations, the polarization of the constituent photons were aligned along either the crystallographic y-or z-axis. The constituent photons were separated by a PBS and coupled into two polarization-maintaining fibers (PMF). The other path of the pump laser pulse was spatially filtered, and then used as a local oscillator (LO) for TTI measurement. For TSI measurement [25, 32] , each constituent photon of the biphoton was sent to tunable bandpass filters (BPFs), which had a Gaussian-shaped filter function with a fixed FWHM of 0.56 nm and a tunable central wavelength from 1560-1620 nm, followed by a two-photon detector consisting of two fiber-coupled single-photon detectors and a time interval analyzer (TIA). The TSI was measured by scanning the central wavelength of the two BPFs with a step length of 0.5 nm, and recording the coincidence counts for each point. For TTI measurements, we utilized a time-resolved upconversion detection system with spatial multiplexing [29, 33] . A periodically poled MgO-doped stoichiometric lithium tantalate (PPMgSLT) crystal (poling period of 8.5 µm; length 1 mm) under the type-0 phase-matching condition was used for noncollinear sum-frequency generation (1584 nm + 792 nm → 528 nm). After filtering the backgrounds, the up-converted photons were detected by two Si avalanche photodiodes (Si-APD), which were connected to a TIA for coincidence counting. The TTI was measured by scanning the temporal delay between the constituent photons and the LO pulse with a step length of 0.13 ps, and we recorded coincidence events. The temporal width of the LO pulse was estimated to be approximately 0.12 ps from the bandwidth of the pump pulse. The group-velocity difference between the LO pulse and the photons passing through the PPMgSLT was calculated to be 0.22 ps. We therefore estimated the temporal resolution for a one-photon detection with Si-APD to be 0.12 + 0.22 = 0.34 ps, and for a two-photon detection, 0.34 × √ 2 ≈ 0.48 ps. Pump pulse spectra for 2.8-nm and 8.1-nm bandwidths In our experiment, the femtosecond laser pulse had a Gaussian distribution with a center wavelength of 792 nm and bandwidth of 8.1 nm, as shown in Fig. 5 (red curve) . This spectrum was used for the TSIs and TTIs in Figs. 2b and c in the main text. After the insertion of a bandpass filter, the bandwidth became 2.8 nm, while the center wavelength was unchanged, as shown in Fig. 5 (blue curve). This spectrum was used for the results in Fig. 2a Coordinates and parameters We summarize the coordinates and parameters used in this paper, as shown in Figs. 6(a-f) . ∆ν y , ∆ν z , ν + and ν − are the horizontal, vertical, diagonal and anti-diagonal axes respectively in the frequency domain; ∆τ y , ∆τ z , τ + and τ − are the horizontal, vertical, diagonal and anti-diagonal axes, respectively, in the time domain; δν yc is the FWHM for the distribution long cross section of ∆ν z = 0; meanwhile, δν y , δν + and δν − are the FWHM for the marginal distribution by projecting the data onto the axes of ∆ν y , ν + and ν − respectively. Finally, δτ yc is the FWHM for the distribution along the cross section of ∆τ z = 0; and δτ y , δτ + and δτ − are the FWHM for the marginal distribution by projecting the data onto the axes of ∆τ y , τ + and τ − respectively.
Reproduction of the TSIs and TTIs We take Fig. 2b in the main text as an example to show the details of the experimental data processing method. The image on the left in Fig. 2b is the density plot of the TSI, which was scanned along the ∆ν y direction at each ∆ν z value. Figure 7a is the waterfall plot of Fig. 2b . We fitted the distributions along the ∆ν z direction using Gaussian functions, and obtained an averaged FWHM value of δν yc = 0.21 THz. Next, we projected the TSI data onto the axis of ∆ν y , and obtained the marginal distribution, shown in Fig. 3b . The FWHM value of δν y = 1.9 THz was estimated with a Gaussian function. Similar results can also be obtained for the temporal data. The density plot of the TTI in Fig. 2b was scanned by 76×76 steps. Figure 7b is the waterfall plot of the TTI. We fitted the distributions along the ∆τ z direction using Gaussian functions, and obtained a FWHM of δτ yc = 0.26 ps. From the projection of the TTI onto the ∆τ y axis, we obtained the marginal distribution, as shown in Fig. 3b . With a rectangular-like profile, we estimated a FWHM value of δτ y = 4.3 ps. The other four data measurements in Figs. 2a and c were processed similarly. Using all the FWHM values, we reproduced the TSIs and TTIs in Fig. 2 . We summarize the parameters for TSI and TTI in Table II Measurement of TSI The TSI was measured using two center-wavelength-tunable BPFs, which had a Gaussianshaped filter function with an FWHM of 0.56 nm and a tunable central wavelength from 1560-1620 nm [25, 32, 36] . 
Coordinates and parameters. (a)
The coordinate for the frequency domain; (b) δνyc is the FWHM of the distribution along the ∆νy direction; δνy is the FWHM of the projected distribution onto the ∆νy direction; (c) δν+ is the FWHM of the projected distribution onto the ν+ direction; δν− is the FWHM of the projected distribution onto the ν− direction; (d) the coordinate for the time domain; (e) δτyc is the FWHM of the distribution along the ∆τy direction; δτy is the FWHM of the projected distribution onto the ∆τy direction; (f ) δτ+ is the FWHM of the projected distribution onto the τ+ direction; δτ− is the FWHM of the projected distribution onto the τ− direction. The two single photon detectors used in this measurement were two InGaAs avalanche photodiode (APD) detectors (ID210, idQuantique), which had a quantum efficiency of around 20%, with a dark count of around 2 kHz. To measure the TSI of the photon pairs, we scanned the central wavelength of the two BPFs, and recorded the coincidence counts. The two BPFs were moved 0.1-nm per step and 60×60 steps in all. The coincidence counts were accumulated for 5 s for each point.
Supplementary Information S1: Theoretical model of TSI and TTI For a deepper understanding of this experiment, we constructed a simple but effective mathematical model for the biphotons from the PPKTP crystal. The two-photon spectral amplitude (TSA), f (ν s , ν i ), is the product of the pump-envelope function and phase-matching function. For simplicity in the calculation, we define ν s ≡ ∆ν y and ν i ≡ ∆ν y as the shifted-frequencies of the signal and idler photons in the main text. Without loss of generality, we assume the pump-envelope function as α(
, where a is determined by the spectral width of the pump laser. α(ν s + ν i ) has a distribution 135-degrees to the horizontal axis (i.e., it is distributed along the anti-diagonal direction, as shown in Fig. 8a) . The phase-matching function is Φ(ω s , ω i ) = sinc[b(ν s − ν i )], where b is determined by the length of the PPKTP crystal. The PPKTP crystal satisfies the GVM condition at telecom wavelength [14, 31, 32, 37, 38] , therefore, its phase-matching function has a distribution 45-degrees to the horizontal axis (i.e., distributed along the diagonal direction, as shown in Fig. 8b) . The TSA can be written as
, which is the product of the pump-envelope function and phase-matching function. In this experiment, the pump envelope is wider than the width of the phasematching function; therefore, their product also distributes along the diagonal direction. That is, the signal and idler are positively correlated, as shown in Fig. 8c . The two-photon spectral intensity is |f (ν s , ν i )| 2 , as shown in Fig. 8d . After the long calculation described in S2, the Fourier transform of f (ν s , ν i ) can be analytically obtained ] is the pump-envelope function in the time domain; rect( ts−ti 2b ) is the phase-matching function in the time domain; F (t s , t i ) is the two-photon temporal amplitude (TSA) and |F (t s , t i )| 2 is just the two-photon temporal intensity (TTI). The distribution of these functions is shown in Figs. 8e -h. It is interesting to note that, ν s and ν i can not be written in a separated form in f (ν s , ν i ). However, if we introduce new variables ν ± = 1 √ 2 (ν s ± ν i ), ν + and ν − can be separated in f (ν + , ν − ). The situation is similar for τ s and τ i , as explained in Eq. (3) in the main text. Another interesting feature is that the pump-envelope and phase-matching functions are independent from each other in both the spectral and temporal domains. The spectral and temporal phase-matching functions are varied simultaneously by changing the parameter a, while phase-matching functions are not affected. Similar phenomena can be observed for the spectral and temporal pump-envelope functions by changing the parameter b: varying the sinc function in the spectral domain corresponds to varying the rect function in the time domain, while the Gaussian-shaped spectral and temporal pump-envelope functions are not affected.
This model is used for the simulations of Fig. 2 in the main text. For Fig. 2a , we changed the pump-envelope function from a Gaussian function to a convolution between a Gaussian function and rectangular function, because the pump laser for Fig. 2a was filtered 
The two-photon temporal amplitude (TTA) is the Fourier transform (F ) of f (ν s , ν i ), and can be calculated as follows. 
where ⊗ is the convolution symbol and c 0 =
In conclusion, the TTA (F (t s , t i )) can be calculated from the Fourier transform of TSA (f (ν s , ν i )) with the following form:
